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ABSTRACT
Galaxy cluster centring is a key issue for precision cosmology studies using galaxy surveys.
Mis-identification of central galaxies causes systematics in various studies such as cluster
lensing, satellite kinematics, and galaxy clustering. The red-sequence Matched-filter Proba-
bilistic Percolation (redMaPPer) estimates the probability that each member galaxy is central
from photometric information rather than specifying one central galaxy. The redMaPPer es-
timates can be used for calibrating the off-centring effect, however, the centring algorithm
has not previously been well-tested. We test the centring probabilities of redMaPPer cluster
catalog using the projected cross correlation between redMaPPer clusters with photometric
red galaxies and galaxy-galaxy lensing. We focus on the subsample of redMaPPer clusters
in which the redMaPPer central galaxies (RMCGs) are not the brightest member galaxies
(BMEM) and both of them have spectroscopic redshift. This subsample represents nearly
10% of the whole cluster sample. We find a clear difference in the cross-correlation measure-
ments between RMCGs and BMEMs, and the estimated centring probability is 74± 10% for
RMCGs and 13 ± 4% for BMEMs in the Gaussian offset model and 78 ± 9% for RMCGs
and 5 ± 5% for BMEMs in the NFW offset model. These values are in agreement with the
centring probability values reported by redMaPPer (75% for RMCG and 10% for BMEMs)
within 1σ. Our analysis provides a strong consistency test of the redMaPPer centring proba-
bilities. Our results suggest that redMaPPer centring probabilities are reliably estimated. We
confirm that the brightest galaxy in the cluster is not always the central galaxy as has been
shown in previous works.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: general
1 INTRODUCTION
In the standard hierarchical structure formation scenario, small
dark matter haloes form first and grow by accretion of surround-
ing matter and also by merging other haloes. When a small halo
merges into a more massive halo, the galaxy that was originally
the central galaxy in the small halo becomes a satellite galaxy
in the merged halo, while the central galaxy hosted by the more
massive halo remains the central galaxy of the final dark mat-
ter halo. After merging, the star formation of satellite galaxies
is quenched. The central galaxy continues to accrete new gas
from satellite galaxies. In consequence, the central galaxy is lumi-
nous, massive, and is located near the bottom of the halo potential
well. Actually central galaxies form distinct population from other
smaller neighboring galaxies, i.e., satellites, in many aspects such
as color, star formation activity, AGN activity, morphology, and
stellar populations (Weinmann et al. 2006; von der Linden et al.
2007; van den Bosch et al. 2008; Skibba 2009; Hansen et al. 2009).
We define the central galaxy as the one with the lowest spe-
cific potential energy in each cluster. Identifying central galax-
ies in galaxy groups and clusters is important for both cosmol-
ogy and galaxy evolution studies. Off-centred clusters that are
used in stacked lensing analysis without any modeling to ac-
count for the off-centring cause systematics in the mass esti-
mation (Johnston et al. 2007; Leauthaud et al. 2010; Okabe et al.
2010; Oguri & Takada 2011; George et al. 2012; Hikage et al.
2013). The clustering properties of central and satellite galaxies
are different and this features in the commonly used halo oc-
cupation modeling (HOD: Seljak 2000; Scoccimarro et al. 2001;
Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Zheng et al. 2005; Masjedi et al. 2006;
Reid & Spergel 2009; White et al. 2011; Leauthaud et al. 2011;
Coupon et al. 2012; Manera et al. 2013; Parejko et al. 2013). Inter-
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nal motions of satellite galaxies generate the non-linear redshift-
space distortion, which is a systematic uncertainty in cosmology
studies from redshift-space galaxy clustering (Cabre´ & Gaztan˜aga
2009; Reid et al. 2009; Samushia et al. 2012; Hikage et al. 2012;
Hikage & Yamamoto 2013; Guo et al. 2015). In the studies of
satellite kinematics, off-centred galaxies lead to overestimate halo
masses (Skibba et al. 2011).
Identifying central galaxies are not always simple unless
there is a dominant cD galaxy at the X-ray peak emission. The
central galaxy is often assumed to be the brightest galaxy in
the cluster (BCG) (van den Bosch et al. 2004; Weinmann et al.
2006; Budzynski et al. 2012). There are, however, many stud-
ies indicating that a significant fraction of central galaxies
are not BCGs (van den Bosch et al. 2005; von der Linden et al.
2007; Coziol et al. 2009; Sanderson et al. 2009; Einasto et al.
2011; Skibba et al. 2011; George et al. 2012; Hikage et al. 2013;
Sehgal et al. 2013; Lauer et al. 2014; Hoshino et al. 2015). For ex-
ample, Skibba et al. (2011) use phase-space statistics to find that
the off-centring fraction, i.e., the fraction of BCGs that are not
the central galaxy, increases from ∼ 25% for Milky-Way size
halos to ∼ 45% for massive clusters. Hikage et al. (2013) use
the redshift-space power spectrum, galaxy-galaxy lensing, and the
cross-correlation with photometric galaxies, and found that the off-
centring fraction for massive clusters is 46±5%. Lauer et al. (2014)
use nearby clusters to find that ∼ 15% of BCGs have large off-
sets (> 100kpc) from X-ray centres. While high-resolution X-
ray and SZ data can help robustly identify the deepest part of
the cluster potential well and therefore the true cluster central
galaxy (e.g., Ho et al. 2009; George et al. 2012; Stott et al. 2012;
von der Linden et al. 2014; Menanteau et al. 2013; Mahdavi et al.
2013; Rozo & Rykoff 2014; Oguri 2014), the size of the cluster
sample with the necessary data is quite limited.
The red-sequence Matched-filter Probabilistic Percola-
tion (redMaPPer) is a red-sequence cluster finding algorithm
(Rykoff et al. 2014; Rozo & Rykoff 2014), which is optimized
for multi-band photometric surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), the Hyper-Suprime Cam (HSC;
Miyazaki et al. 2012) survey, the Dark Energy Survey (DES;
The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005), and the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al. 2008). A similar
red-sequence based cluster finding algorithm called CAMIRA
(Cluster finding Algorithm based on Multi-band Identification of
Red-sequence gAlaxies) has also been developed to provide a
cluster catalog using Hyper-Suprime Cam data in a wide range
of redshifts (Oguri 2014; Oguri et al. 2017). A key feature of the
redMaPPer algorithm is that it estimates the centring probabil-
ity of every member galaxy rather than identifying from three
photometric observables: luminosity, color, and the local galaxy
density. redMaPPer estimates of centring probabilities are useful
for calibrating the systematics associated with the off-centring
effect in various cosmology studies such as cluster mass estimates
using stacked lensing analysis and satellite kinematics and also the
accurate modeling of the redshift-space clustering. However, there
was not enough verification of the redMaPPer centring probabili-
ties. Hoshino et al. (2015) found that the off-centring probability
of the brightest cluster member galaxy is 20-30% using the
redMaPPer centring probability, while Skibba et al. (2011) found
that the off-centring value is 40% using phase-space statistics. The
results in Hoshino et al. (2015) rely on the assumption that the
redMaPPer central probability is accurate. Validating that result
and many other cosmological studies using the redMaPPer algo-
rithm requires us to verify that the redMaPPer centring probability
is an accurate reflection of reality. The accuracy of the redMaPPer
centring probability was previously studied by comparison with
X-ray clusters (Rozo & Rykoff 2014). The overlapped area for the
comparison is small and thus the result depends on the selected
X-ray subsamples.
Cluster-galaxy lensing, a cross-correlation of foreground clus-
ters with background galaxy shapes, provides an estimate of the
projected mass distribution around the foreground clusters (e.g.,
Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Sheldon et al. 2009; Leauthaud et al.
2010; Okabe et al. 2010; Mandelbaum et al. 2013). When the lens
sample contains off-centred (satellite) galaxies, the stacked lens-
ing signals are modified in a way that depends on the satellite
fraction and radial offsets (Johnston et al. 2007; Leauthaud et al.
2010; Okabe et al. 2010; Oguri & Takada 2011; George et al. 2012;
Hikage et al. 2013). The cross-correlation with photometric galax-
ies provides another way to evaluate the central fraction of a given
galaxy sample statistically (Mandelbaum et al. 2013; Hikage et al.
2013).
In this paper, we test the redMaPPer centring probability us-
ing the cross-correlation measurements, and verify the results using
cluster-galaxy lensing. Here we focus on the clusters for which the
brightest member galaxy does not have the highest central galaxy
probability according to the redMaPPer algorithm. These clusters
usually do not have well-defined central galaxies, and therefore
provide a good sample to check whether the redMaPPer centring
probability agrees with the estimation from the cross-correlation
measurements. We also select a sample with highly secure central
galaxy identification as a reference sample.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe
the details of the galaxy cluster sample. In section 3 we explain
how to estimate cross-correlation with the photometric red galax-
ies and galaxy-galaxy lensing. In section 4, the theoretical model
to compare with the observations to estimate the off-centring prop-
erties is described. In section 5, we present the results of the cross-
correlation measurements with different proxies of central galaxies
and constraints on their central fraction. Section 6 is devoted to
summary and conclusions. Throughout this paper, we adopt a flat
Λ cold dark matter cosmology with Ωm = 0.3 and σ8 = 0.8. We
use physical (not comoving) units for distances and lensing signals.
2 DATA
2.1 Galaxy cluster samples
redMaPPer is a red-sequence cluster finding algorithm (see the de-
tails of the algorithms in Rykoff et al. 2014; Rozo & Rykoff 2014).
It utilizes the 5-band (ugriz) imaging data to identify galaxy clus-
ters by characterizing the evolution of red sequence in an itera-
tive self-training technique. redMaPPer estimates the photometric
redshift of each cluster zλ and the cluster richness λ from the
membership probability assigned to each galaxy in a cluster field
(Rozo et al. 2015). Our sample is constructed from the redMaP-
Per v5.10 cluster catalog (Rozo et al. 2015) based on the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey Data Release 8 (SDSS DR8) photometric data
(Aihara et al. 2011). The sample covers about 10,000 deg2 con-
tiguous sky area with the same survey mask of Baryon Oscilla-
tion Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013). We ex-
tract a sample of 7730 redMaPPer galaxy clusters with λ > 20
in the range 0.16 < zλ < 0.33, which is identical to the
sample analyzed by (Hoshino et al. 2015). We impose an addi-
tional mask for the cross-correlation and lensing measurements to
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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match the area coverage of the fainter sample used for these cross-
correlations (see the details in Reyes et al. 2012; Nakajima et al.
2012; Mandelbaum et al. 2012, 2013)
A key feature of redMaPPer is that it assigns a centring prob-
ability Pcen to every member galaxy. When there is a well-defined
central galaxy, the Pcen of the galaxy approaches unity. Otherwise
Pcen may be well below unity. The centring probability Pcen of
every member galaxy candidate is estimated from three filters:
ucen = φcen(mi|zλ, λ)Gcen(zred)fcen(w|zλ, λ), (1)
where the luminosity filter φcen uses the i-band magnitudemi, the
photometric redshift (color) filter Gcen uses the photometric red-
shift zred, and the local density filter fcen depends on the gravita-
tional potential weight w. A higher value is returned for galaxies
where the luminosity is higher in φcen, the photometric redshift is
closer to the cluster redshift inGcen, and the local density is higher
in fcen. Each filter is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with
both its mean and its dispersion in φcen and fcen dependent on zλ
and λ. The dispersion of zred in Gcen is set to be broad so that
the galaxies that have slightly offset colors are allowed to be cen-
tral galaxies. Since the redMaPPer centring probability depends on
the above three observables, the brightest member galaxy (here-
after denoted by BMEM) does not always have the highest cen-
tring probability when the galaxy is isolated from other galaxies. In
this paper, we call the galaxy with the highest centring probability
“redMaPPer central galaxy” (hereafter denoted by RMCG).
We focus on clusters for which the RMCG and BMEM are not
the same. Since these clusters usually lack a well-defined central
galaxy, they are particularly useful for testing whether the redMaP-
Per centring probability is correct. An example of such clusters is
shown in Fig.6 of our previous paper (Hoshino et al. 2015). In order
to reduce contamination from projection effects, we further restrict
the sample to the clusters for which both the RMCGs and BMEMs
have confirmed spectroscopic redshifts in the BOSS LOWZ DR12
sample (Alam et al. 2015) and their redshifts are consistent within
3σ, i.e., c|zRMCG − zBMEM|/(1 + zRMCG) < 3σv , where c is
the speed of light and σv is the velocity dispersion inside clus-
ters. We adopt a richness- and redshift-dependent σv in the form of
σv = σp((1 + zλ)/(1 + zp))
β(λ/λp)
α with the best-fitting value
of σp = 618.1 km/s, zp = 0.171, λp = 33.336, α = 0.435, β =
0.54 fitted to the redMaPPer clusters (Rozo et al. 2015). The fi-
nal number of galaxy clusters is reduced to 743, which is 9.6%
of the total cluster sample in the same range of zλ and λ. The
average richness and redshift of this sample is 〈λ〉 = 36.1 and
〈zλ〉 = 0.253. The mean centring probability values that are re-
ported by redMaPPer for this sample are 0.754 for RMCGs and
0.103 for BMEMs. The distributions of zλ, λ and Pcen for RMCG
and BMEM samples are plotted in Figure 1. The distributions are
normalized to the total number of galaxy clusters in the sample.
As a reference sample of central galaxies, we construct a
“High Pcen” sample for which the centring probability of RM-
CGs is larger than 99% and for which the RMCG has a spectro-
scopic redshift that is consistent with the spectroscopic redshift
of at least one other cluster member. The number of galaxies in
the “High Pcen” sample is 1385 and its average 〈λ〉 = 37.3 and
〈zλ〉 = 0.251, consistent with the RMCG/BMEM samples. The
distributions of zλ and λ for the High Pcen sample are also plotted
in Figure 1.
In summary, we prepare three “central galaxy” samples:
(i) RMCG: clusters with different RMCG and BMEM, and the
centre defined as RMCG
(ii) BMEM: clusters with different RMCG and BMEM, and the
centre defined as BMEM
(iii) High Pcen: clusters with the centring probability of RMCG
is higher than 99%
We remake random catalogs to match the distribution of λ and zλ
in each sample, and the same sky coverage as the whole cluster
catalog.
3 MEASUREMENTS
3.1 Projected cross-correlation of galaxy clusters with
photometric red galaxies
In order to constrain the off-centring fraction in each “central
galaxy” sample described in the previous section, we use the pro-
jected cross-correlation function of each central galaxy with a sam-
ple of photometric red galaxies selected from the source cata-
log from SDSS DR8. The spectral energy distribution (SED) and
photo-z are estimated with the Zurich Extragalactic Bayesian Red-
shift Analyzer (ZEBRA; Feldmann et al. 2006). We use red galax-
ies by selecting those galaxies for which the ZEBRA results are
consistent with an early-type galaxy SED, and a cut is imposed
on the extinction-corrected model magnitude at r < 21 to restrict
to a sample with smaller photometric redshift errors. Systematic
tests of the redshifts for this photometric sample were carried out
in Nakajima et al. (2012).
The projected cross-correlation function for each central
galaxy sample (RMCG, BMEM, or High Pcen) is estimated as fol-
lows:
wcross(R) =
D(cluster)D(photo−z)
R(cluster)D(photo−z)
− 1, (2)
whereD(cluster)D(photo−z) is the number of pairs between cluster
central galaxies and photo-z galaxies at the projected separation of
R (calculated at the cluster redshift). For this purpose, we only use
pairs for which the photo-z is consistent with the cluster redshift
within 1σ and the number is normalized with the total number of
pairs. R(cluster)D(photo−z) is same as D(cluster)Dphoto−z but for
the number of pairs between a random catalog corresponding to
the cluster distributions and photo-z galaxies. The amplitude of the
cross-correlation depends on the photo-z error because the photo-z
galaxies that are not physically associated with the galaxy clusters
dilute the cross-correlation signal. As a result, we marginalize over
the amplitude information in our analysis.
The covariance matrix for the projected clustering signal, and
the cross-covariance between different samples, is estimated us-
ing the jackknife resampling method, which for clustering seems
to overestimate the covariance by about 10% on scales below the
jackknife region size (Singh et al. 2017). The scales that dominate
our constraints all satisfy this requirement.
3.2 Galaxy-galaxy lensing
We also use the galaxy-galaxy lensing, the cross-correlation of each
central galaxy with shapes of background galaxies. Since this mea-
surement is directly sensitive to the matter distribution around the
lens galaxies, it is also a useful probe of off-centring of these galax-
ies within their host halos. The galaxy-galaxy lensing measure-
ment, however, has a larger statistical error compared to the cross-
correlation measurements and is primarily used for a consistency
check.
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Figure 1. Histograms of photometric redshift zλ (left) and richness λ (middle) for redMaPPer central galaxies (RMCG), brightest member galaxies (BMEM)
and High Pcen sample, which is the reference sample of ’central’ galaxies with the redMaPPer centring probability higher than 99%. The details of the samples
are written in the text. The distributions of both zλ and λ are similar among the samples. The right panel shows the Pcen distribution for the RMCG and
BMEM samples. The histogram is normalized by the total number of galaxy clusters in each sample. Since the RMCG and BMEM samples are specifically
chosen to include clusters for which the RMCG and BMEM galaxy are not the same, the redMaPPer centring probability of BMEMs is much lower than that
of RMCGs. This is not the case when considering all redMaPPer clusters.
The source galaxy sample is selected from the same source
catalog as described above. The source galaxy shapes are mea-
sured with the re-Gaussianization method (Hirata & Seljak 2003).
We use a shear catalog with a number density of 1.2 per square
arcmin, which was first presented in Reyes et al. (2012) and fur-
ther tested and validated in later work (Nakajima et al. 2012;
Mandelbaum et al. 2012, 2013). For the lensing measurement, we
use source galaxies to the faint limit of the catalog (extinction-
corrected model magnitude r < 21.8) with photometric redshift
larger than each central galaxy. Galaxy-galaxy lensing is measured
with the differential projected mass density∆Σ(R), which is opti-
mally estimated as (Mandelbaum et al. 2006)
∆Σ(R) =
∑
ls
wlsγ
(ls)
t (R)Σcrit(zl, zs)∑
rs
wrs
−
∑
rs
wrsγ
(rs)
t (R)Σcrit(zr, zs)∑
rs
wrs
, (3)
where γt is the tangential shear with respect to each lens galaxy
and Σcrit is the critical surface mass density given as
Σcrit(zl, zs) =
c2
4piG
DA(zs)
DA(zl)DA(zl, zs)
, (4)
with the angular diameter distance DA(z). The subtraction of tan-
gential shear around random points removes contributions from
additive systematics and results in a more optimal estimator
(Singh et al. 2017). The division by the sum of weights around
random points accounts for the dilution of the signal by unlensed
cluster member galaxies that are included in the source sample due
to photo-z error (Mandelbaum et al. 2005). The shear weight for
galaxies and random, wls and wrs respectively, is given as the in-
verse variance weight
w = Σ−2crit(zl, zs)(σ
2
int + σ
2
i ), (5)
where σint is the intrinsic ellipticity fixed to be 0.365 and σi is the
shape measurement error due to pixel noise (Reyes et al. 2012).
As illustrated in Singh et al. (2017), for g-g lensing, the jack-
knife method properly represents the covariance below the jack-
knife region size. This validates our choice of jackknife errorbars.
4 THEORETICAL MODELING
In this section, we provide a theoretical modeling of the projected
cross-correlation w(R) and galaxy-galaxy lensing ∆Σ(R) based
on the previous work by Hikage et al. (2013).
In order to take into account the halo mass dependence of the
radial profile of photo-z galaxies, we convert the richness distribu-
tion of the clusters P (λ) to the halo mass distribution P (M) by
P (M) =
∫
dλP (λ)P (M |λ), (6)
where P (M |λ) is the conditional mass distribution for a fixed λ.
Here we use P (M |λ) calibrated by the galaxy-galaxy lensing anal-
ysis of Simet et al. (2017). They model P (M |λ) as a lognormal
distribution with a mean mass-richness relation that is parametrized
as
〈M |λ〉 = M0
(
λ
λ0
)α
, (7)
where the pivot scale of richness λ0 and α is the power-law slope
of a mass at a given λ. The scatter in mass at a fixed richness is
given as the sum of a Poisson term and an intrinsic variance term
as
Var(lnM |λ) =
α2
λ
+ σ2lnM|λ. (8)
The halo mass M is defined as M200m, the mass enclosed in
a sphere of 200 times the mean matter density. We use their
best-fit values log(M0/h
−1M⊙) = 14.344 at λ0 = 40, and
α = 1.33. The variance σlnM|λ is set to be 0.25. The mean mass
log(M/h−1M⊙) is 14.3 for both of our RMCG/BMEM and High
Pcen samples.
We employ the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile
(Navarro et al. 1996) to describe the distribution of the red galaxies
inside halos by replacing the mass with the galaxy number:
ρg(r) =
ρg,s
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (9)
where the density parameter ρg,s is given by
ρg,s =
Ng(M)
4pir3s(log(1 + c) − c/(1 + c))
. (10)
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Figure 2. Cross-correlation measurements of photometric red galaxies with High Pcen galaxies (left), redMaPPer central galaxies (middle) and brightest
galaxy samples (right) are shown as black filled circles. Data points for the High Pcen sample are plotted in the right two panels with thin gray points for
reference. We also plot the best-fitting model (Eq. 13, red solid lines); centring and off-centring components are plotted with blue dotted and yellow dashed
lines respectively. The error is estimated from jackknife resampling. As shown, the clustering of red galaxies around RMCGs is close to be that of red galaxies
around High Pcen sample, and the profile is much steeper than that of red galaxies around BMEMs. This indicates that the centring fraction of RMCGs is
much larger than BMEMs. Lower panels show the ratio of observed values to the best-fitting model.
Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the galaxy-galaxy lensing ∆Σ. We use the model in Equation (15) with the best-fitting values of qcen and τoff obtained from
the cross-correlation w(R). We set log(M∗/h−1M⊙) = 11.4. While the lensing data are too noisy to fit a new model, this figure demonstrates that the
lensing data are consistent with the model derived from the cross-correlation measurements.
The value of Ng(M) represents the number of photo-z galaxies
inside a halo with the mass ofM assuming that Ng(M) is propor-
tional toM as
Ng(M) =
Mρg(z)
ρm(z)
, (11)
where ρm(z) and ρg(z) are the average mass density and the aver-
age number density of photo-z galaxies at redshift z. Here the halo
mass is defined asM200m
M ≡
4pir3200m
3
· 200ρm(z), (12)
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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where r200m is the radius corresponding to M200m and then the
concentration is defined as c ≡ r200m/rs. We adopt the mass-
concentration relation from Diemer & Kravtsov (2015). The am-
plitude of the mass-concentration relation is left as a free param-
eter – i.e., the overall amplitude of that relation is multiplied by
a mass-independent factor camp. We describe the projected cross-
correlation function w(R) by adding an off-centring term to model
“central” galaxies that are offset from halo centres as:
w(R) =
∫
k dk
2pi
Cgg(k)J0(kR), (13)
and
Cgg(k) =
1
∆χ
∫
dMP (M)
(
Ng(M)
ρg(z)
)
u˜NFW(k;M)
×[qcen + (1− qcen)p˜off(k;M)]. (14)
Here, we consider that the photo-z blurring just decreases the over-
all amplitude of w(R) (or the Fourier-transform Cgg(k)) without
changing the shape. The parameter∆χ represents the distance cor-
responding to the photo-z scatter. The function u˜NFW(k;M) is the
Fourier transform of the projected NFW profile uNFW(R;M) nor-
malized with the massM . The analytical formula of uNFW(R;M)
is given by Wright & Brainerd (2000). The parameter qcen is the
fraction of galaxies in the sample that are located at the halo cen-
tre. The function p˜off is the Fourier transform of the radial pro-
file of off-centred galaxies, hereafter referred to as the off-centred
profile. The radial profile of red galaxies around galaxies that are
not central galaxies are flattened depending on the off-centred pro-
file. We adopt two models to describe the off-centred profile of
galaxies. One is the Gaussian offset model, i.e., p˜off(k;M) =
exp(−k2R2off(M)/2) (e.g., Oguri & Takada 2011). The scale of
this offset is defined as a fixed fraction of the halo radius as:
Roff(M) = τoffr200(M) where τoff is left as a free parameter. The
other is the NFW offset model, i.e., p˜off(k;M) = u˜NFW(k;M)
where the concentration parameter is proportional to the halo con-
centration as coffc(M) and coff is left as a free parameter. When
estimating the mean halo mass via Equation 6, we integrate over
the halo mass distribution of the sample, P (M). Since the redshift
evolution for P (M) is small during the current redshift range as
discussed in Simet et al. (2017), we do not include redshift evo-
lution and assume a single mean redshift of 0.25. To model the
cross-correlation functions, we limit our fits to 0.1h−1Mpc< R <
2h−1Mpc, where contributions from the two-halo term are negligi-
ble.
In addition, we also compare our off-centring models with
galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements. The galaxy-galaxy lensing is
estimated using the excess surface mass density
∆Σ(R) ≡
∫
k dk
2pi
CΣg(k)J2(kR), (15)
where CΣg(k) is the galaxy-lensing cross-power spectrum
CΣg(k) =
∫
dMP (M)Mu˜NFW(k;M)
×[qcen + (1− qcen)p˜off(k;Roff(M))] +Msub.
(16)
The last term represents the subhalo/baryonic core component
approximated as a stellar mass of M∗, which is set to be
log(M∗/h
−1M⊙) = 11.4 (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2016).
5 RESULTS
We perform a simultaneous fit to the cross-correlation measure-
ments of the three samples (High Pcen, RMCG, and BMEM)
using Equation 13. There are 7 free parameters in our model
listed in Table 1. Two of these parameters are common for all
these samples: the photo-z scatter ∆χ and the amplitude of the
mass-concentration relation camp. There are then five free pa-
rameters: the central fractions of RMCG and BMEM samples
q
RMCG/BMEM
cen and the off-centring scales for High Pcen, RMCG,
and BMEM samples: off-centring scale relative to the halo size
τ
HighPcen/RMCG/BMEM
off in the Gaussian offset model; concentra-
tion parameter in the off-centring profile relative to the halo con-
centration parameter c
HighPcen/RMCG/BMEM
off in the NFW offset
model.
In this work, we assume that the High Pcen sample selects a
high fraction of central galaxies. For this sample, we therefore put
a strong prior on the central fraction qHighPcencen = [0.95, 1], while
the central fractions for other samples are allowed to vary in the
entire range q
RMCG/BMEM
cen = [0, 1]. We also add a loose prior
τoff = [0, 1] for all three samples and coff = [0, 10]. Finally, we
require that the sum of the central fractions for RMCG and BMEM
samples does not exceed unity, that is, qRMCGcen + q
BMEM
cen 6 1.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the observed cross-
correlation measurements for our best-fitting model. Our simple
model using NFW profiles provides an excellent description of the
cross-correlation measurements. The minimum chi-squared value
χ2min is 16.3 for d.o.f= 37 (45 data points minus 8 parameters)
where the error is estimated by jackknife resampling and the co-
variance among the samples at each bin of R is included. One can
see that the central fraction for the RMCG sample is much larger
than the BMEM sample, which is consistent with the values re-
ported by redMaPPer.
As a consistency check, we also compare the galaxy-galaxy
lensing measurements ∆Σ with the prediction of the theoretical
model (Eq. 15). We use the best-fitting values of qcen and τoff ob-
tained from the cross-correlation measurements. We do not use∆χ
and camp parameters as they are only relevant for the clustering
cross-correlation measurement and not for the underlying matter
distribution probed by the cluster-galaxy lensing. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, we find that the lensing measurements are consistent with our
theoretical model. The χ2 values are 27.5 for the 24 data points,
while for the High Pcen sample, the χ2 value is 7.2 for 8 data
points.
Figure 4 shows the constraints on our parameters from
the cross-correlation measurements wgg . Red solid lines show
the mean values reported by redMaPPer for (qRMCGcen , q
BMEM
cen ).
These are consistent with our constraint obtained from the cross-
correlation measurements within 1σ. Tables 2 and 3 list the
marginalized constraints on each parameter. Our constraint on the
central fraction is 0.74± 0.09 for RMCG samples and 0.13± 0.04
for BMEM samples, consistent with the redMaPPer mean values of
0.754 and 0.103, respectively. The average values of r200(M) are
1.1h−1Mpc for the three samples. The physical off-centring scale
converted from the fitted τoff values is 0.2-0.3h
−1Mpc consistently
across the three samples. The error on the off-centring scale for
“High Pcen” is large since the off-centring fraction is so low. When
adopting the NFW offset model, the constraints on the central frac-
tion becomes 0.77 ± 0.09 for RMCG samples and 0.05 ± 0.05
for BMEM samples, which is also consistent with the redMaPPer
estimates.
We note that our results rely on the prior that the High Pcen
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Parameter Description
∆χ[h−1Mpc] Distance corresponding to photo-z scatter
camp Amplitude of mass-concentration relation
qRMCGcen Fraction of central galaxies in RMCG sample
qBMEMcen Fraction of central galaxies in BMEM sample
τHighPcen
off
Ratio of off-centring scale to r200(M) in High Pcen sample in Gaussian offset model
τRMCGoff Ratio of off-centring scale to r200(M) in RMCG sample in Gaussian offset model
τBMEMoff Ratio of off-centring scale to r200(M) in BMEM sample in Gaussian offset model
cHighPcen
off
Ratio of concentration parameter to c(M) in High Pcen sample in NFW offset model
cRMCGoff Ratio of concentration parameter to c(M) in RMCG sample in NFW offset model
cBMEMoff Ratio of concentration parameter to c(M) in BMEM sample in NFW offset model
Table 1. Free parameters in our modeling and their short descriptions.
∆χ[h−1Mpc] camp q
HighPcen
cen q
RMCG
cen q
BMEM
cen τ
HighPcen
off
τRMCGoff τ
BMEM
off
200± 3 1.06± 0.06 0.98± 0.01 0.74± 0.10 0.13 ± 0.04 0.38± 0.25 0.20± 0.06 0.31± 0.01
Table 2. 1-σ marginalized constraint on each parameter obtained by joint fitting of w(R) for the High Pcen, redMaPPer central galaxy (RMCG), and the
brightest member galaxy (BMEM) samples. The fitted parameters are 8 in total: the photo-z scatter ∆χ and concentration camp, which are common for the
three samples, and the central fraction qcen and the relative offset τoff for three samples. We put the strong prior on the central fraction for High Pcen sample
qHighPcencen = [0.95, 1]. The fitted range of scale from 0.1h
−1Mpc to 2h−1Mpc and the covariance among different samples in each bin in R is taken into
account.
sample has a nearly true radial profile of photo-z red galaxies with-
out off-centring, i.e., qHighPcencen = [0.95, 1]. Since the galaxies in
the High Pcen sample usually have well-defined central galaxies,
the prior is reasonable. The posterior distribution of qHighPcencen how-
ever has a peak at 0.95, the minimum edge of our prior. This may
indicate that our modeling does not perfectly describe the observed
galaxy radial profile for several reasons (e.g., baryonic feedback
effect). Nevertheless, our results for the off-centring values are de-
termined by the difference ratio of the radial profiles among the
samples. As long as the High Pcen sample has a true galaxy ra-
dial profile, the off-centring values for the other samples are barely
affected by the details in the modeling of the radial profile.
6 SUMMARY
We have investigated whether photometrically derived redMaPPer
centring probabilities are valid for the cluster sample in which the
brightest member galaxy (BMEM) is not the redMaPPer central
galaxy (RMCG), that is, the galaxy with the highest centring prob-
ability in each cluster. We measure the projected cross correlation
function of each cluster ’centre’ with photometric red galaxies,
which is sensitive to the off-centring fraction. We use “High Pcen”
sample where the RM centring probabilities is larger than 99% as
a reference sample of central galaxies. We find that the centring
fraction is 74 ± 10% for RMCGs and 13 ± 4% for BMEM when
the radial profile of off-centred galaxies follows a Gaussian form.
When adopting the NFWmodel for the off-centred profile, the con-
straints on the centring fraction becomes 78± 9% for RMCGs and
5 ± 5% for BMEM. The values are consistent with the redMaP-
Per values, 75% for RMCG and 10% for BMEM. Our analysis is
a strong self-consistency test of the RM centring probabilities. Our
results indicate that the redMaPPer centroids are better tracers of
the centre of the cluster potential than the brightest cluster mem-
bers, and that the redMaPPer algorithm provides accurate estimates
of centring probabilities for the proposed cluster centres.
We also measure galaxy-galaxy lensing to find that the mea-
surements are consistent with our lensing models with the best-
fitting off-centring values obtained from the cross-correlation mea-
surements. The statistical error is much larger than that of the
cross-correlation measurements because of the large shot noise due
to the limited number of source galaxies. The lensing signal will
be substantially improved by using upcoming deeper imaging sur-
veys such as Subaru Hyper-Suprime Cam and Dark Energy Survey,
which have a much higher number density of source galaxies than
SDSS, enough to compensate for their smaller areas.
We show that the redMaPPer centring algorithm provides reli-
able estimates of centring probabilities using the cross-correlation
measurements. This is consistent with the previous work by
Rozo & Rykoff (2014) who studied the centring probability by
comparison with X-ray clusters. Our result supports the work by
Hoshino et al. (2015) who investigated the central occupation of
LRGs and BMEMs based on the redMaPPer centring probabilities.
They found that 20∼30% of redMaPPer clusters the brightest clus-
ter member galaxies are not central galaxies. The redMaPPer cen-
tring algorithm is also useful for calibrating off-centring effect in
various studies such as mass estimates using stacked lensing analy-
sis (Johnston et al. 2007; Leauthaud et al. 2010; Okabe et al. 2010;
Oguri & Takada 2011; George et al. 2012; Oguri et al. 2017). RSD
studies using reconstructed “halo” catalogs have the uncertainty of
the off-centring fraction (Hikage et al. 2012), which can be miti-
gated using the redMaPPer centring values.
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Figure 4. 1-σ and 2-σ constraints on the parameters obtained from the cross-correlation measurements w(R) in the three samples. The distribution in the
diagonal panels shows the posterior distribution of each parameter after marginalizing over the other parameters. The red solid lines represent the redMaPPer
values of mean central fractions for the RMCG and BMEM samples. As shown, the model fits to cross-correlation data give consistent off-centring fractions
with those inferred from the redMaPPer centring probabilities.
∆χ[h−1Mpc] camp q
HighPcen
cen q
RMCG
cen q
BMEM
cen c
HighPcen
off
cRMCG
off
cBMEM
off
200± 3 1.06± 0.06 0.97± 0.01 0.78± 0.09 0.05± 0.05 5.1± 2.8 5.2± 2.8 0.88± 0.20
Table 3. Same as Table 2, but the results in the NFW offset model. The parameters related to off-centring scales τoff are replaced by coff .
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